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The thirty-sixth conference 
October 15th and 16th, 1993, 

interest in 
bers, the Circle had 
Canada and from 
States. 

In his report, the 
for their help in 
copies of the Proceedings 
tutions. There is also 
International Associatioll jiir Sl"lIIiIJli,' 
published in Rome. 

Officers elected for 
and Harold Smith (Minot 
tinuing for another year as 
the contributors to the 
warmly praised the excellcnl 
bers, and commended thc 

In other business, it 
and regional distribution of 
ship list was said to be in 
"Calls." It was also 
Proceedings. Finally, 
publishing complete texts 
sought permission to 

papers were read and discussed . 
Canadian institutions. Chairs of ses-

~;"a~";t" of 

papers. A call for submissions 
Should the first volume prove successful, an editorial committee representing 
member institutions would be established to select papers for future volumes. This pro
posal was heartily endorsed . 

President Besner closed the meeting by announcing that the 1994 conference 
would be held at the University of Winnipeg on Friday and Saturday, October 28th and 
29th, and cordially inviting everyone to attend . 
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VIMAGEDU 

pagnonou 
ou autre; la 
ou autour de la 
mentaires. 

Pourtant, tous 
noir et Ie pain sec 
pain de pommes de tcrre. 
types de pain, soit morale. 
reussite sociale, commc 

Le pain, element t"",;l",mpn' 
ressorts de la pensee socialc 
Ie pain doit en effet jouer 
ra la force, la sante et Ie ,hl!l"l!ni~m,· 

GRAMMER 

tant dans La ComMie humaine de Balzac 
Second du point de vue cru·onole'glCllic. 

l'individu sevre. Substance et 

sacre, 
metaplhones ali-

La ComMie humaine: Ie 
froment; et tous s'opposent au 

res divers 
de la 

est aussie un des 
celui-ci lui attribue, 

This paper considers such grammer, competence 
and communicative competence 

In orner to see the between linguistic knowledge and language teach-
ing methodology, it is appropriate to distinguish clearly between reference grammars 
and pedagogical grammars. A reference grammar has, as its main objective, the most 
complete description of the formal characteristics of a language. A pedagogical gram
mar, on the other hand wants to offer a certain number of definitions, diagrams and exer
cises that will help the leamer acquire a practical linguistic knowledge which will 
enable himlher to communicate better. 

What can we conclude with respect to the relationship between communicative com
petience and grammatical competence? That the requirement of teaching OT>lmm>lr 



This teaching must help the learner 
(1f communicative teaching will help the 

of literature and of communi
apparent division or distiction that too 
competence and communicative com-

shown the importance of giving learners as 
themselves on topics of interest to them. That 

offonn only or what is known in French as "anal
the improvement of the 

to the content of wlitten expression. The 
accepts the ealier research conclu-

grammar as a means of written expres-

revealed and confinned by the research of the last 
SeIJar:lticm that is often being made between the study 

of writing. What research has revealed is the 
grammar and writing and that it is essential to 
concepts to the process of writing. The teach-

there is a transfer of linguistic or grarnmatical competence to the 
BU'''''','''''I'' Ci)mpet,enc:e in the way of sentences or paragraphs. It is essen-

the and integral development of elements leading to fluency 
eX!Jre~;s!(m and of correctness of expression as well as the learner's ability 

express his/her thoughts. 

it appears that grarnmatical competence and communicative com
be seen in such a way that the fonner is a means of achieving the lat

should be put, as early as possible in the learner's studies of a sec
both. 

learner should discover, is essential to good communica-

writers in c01-
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vincit omnia," 
emphasizing her 
sentimental concern 
of her dogs, dogs which, 
own. 

One of the many 
sentence, "For, hardily, 
that she is "corpulent" and 
might just as easily be 
dictionary definitions of 
ing is consistent with many 
undergrowe" is one element 
height is connected to other 
had to learn proper manners 
from early childhood on. also 
fresh eyes paying attention 
ing derived from annotated 
consistent and reveals 
ics recognize. 

A PUZZLE 
W. 

to the Cantebury Tales 
Its very ambiguity has lead to 

assessment of her as a channing\y fem
of her lack of "true compassion" 
''''''''''H,L''''-' ollttprmo " 

to reconcile 

_ "nat 
her very 

her having 
has acquired 
be read with 

rooted than most crit-

Concordia College 

John Keats composed his Ode on Indolence sometime early in 1819, at a time 
when his poetic powers and virtuosity were near or at their peale It must, virtue of 

3 



the so-called "great odes" (and has been, 
consideration of the chronological adjacency to 

have Keats's own testimony in a letter to 
that he has found Indolence to be one of the 

however, the Indolence Ode has never been regard
Moreover, the ode was not published during Keats's trag

Thus it was left to posthumous publication in his Life, 
nUll"''''.\. edited by Monckton Milnes, published in 1848. Since 

Indolence has been relegated to a lesser status, certainly 

evidence, however, both textual and otherwise, to support a crit
reassessment of the ode as perhaps less "lesser" than it has universally 

evidence does exist, as close to conclusively as one usually 
much of what the ode has accrued critically in its prevailing form. 

necessary recognition of Indolence as quite different, formally and con
di !Terent, from the work as conventionally viewed, when adhering to the 
to Keats's intent when he composed the ode. 

the Ode on Indolence constitutes a literary puzzle of which readers will 
understandably unaware who are not cognizant of the complex textual--it is perhaps 

not too strong to say "violent"--wrenching that was done to the ode before its publi
cation. and which remains essentially unaccounted for even today. As a result, some 

have been at least nominally aware of the distortion of the poem have not chosen 
the matter, probably because it both seems inferior and appears to betray a 

and spiritual self-indulgence on Keats's part. The ode has not cus
been seen as important enough to merit any considerable amount of attention. 

to its proper form, however, the Ode on Indolence may be seen to assume 
among the great odes and within the demonstrable direction Keats was 

the last years of his life. 

ll!)lexities of textual restoration of form and the altered interpretive place that 
Ode assumes in what I believe to be a canon of Keats's great odes 

thaln could possibly be dealt with within the necessary 
of the textual case may certainly be made 

n"'on,,·n,,,,' nous a donne toute line gamme 
"A[JlIC""""~. visant a de Racine devant l'amour. D'aucuns ont 

mis l'accent sur les affinites chreticnncs du theatre de Racine, D'autres, comme Lucien 
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Goldmann, voient dans 
radnienne. Des 
la tragedie radnienne 

Par ailleurs, certains 
cree Ie «climat radnien». 
de vue sont a la fois 

a propose une 
temps idealise 

Apres l' examen 
a la lecture des tragcl!lt.:;, 
rapports amoureux. 
tive de la conception 
il semble bien que ce 
deux des <<tendres 'lIr"mj,",.·~ 
desir de possession des 

GOETHE 
A 

int1uence exercec 
et Thierry Maulnier voient 

I'hellenisme. 

Racine, iI convenait d' examiner la deti
enn{,pntions qui ont pu determiner I' ori

les idees de Mme de 
claire, Elle 

I'amour, nous proposons de passer 
11 Phedre, mettant l' accent sur les 

Ie role et rela-
theatre de Racine. En conclusion, 

de la preciosite, L'amour 
sensuelle, la convoitise, et Ie 

Hovet 
Dakota 

The Xenien ofJohann Goethe and Friederich Schiller (1796) is a series 
of elegiac distichs undertaken in response to the malevolent opposition to Schiller's news
paper Die Horen by namlw-minded, hypocritical pietists, who considered Schiller 
and Goethe irreligious and un-Christian; Horen was also reviled by shallow men of 
doubtful literary and worth, such as Nicholai, the Arch-Philistine, a rich 
publisher and prolific if barrcll and slIperficial author. As a result of the incessant 
derogatory reviews by these "dwarfs," Goethe and Schiller decided in 1795 to answer 
their attacks with a series of epigrams modeled on Martial's Xenia, utilizing, like 
Martial, the strict poetic form of the elegiac distich, a two-line poem, the first in 
dachtylic hexameter, the second in dachtylic pentameter, a form better suited to Greek 
and Latin than to German or English. 

Except for brief mention in works treating Goethe and Schiller, almost no attention 
has been paid to the Xenions, and lengthy search discovered but one significant English 
translation of the work--Paul Carus' Goethe and Schiller's Xenions (Chicago: The 

5 



treating but 123 of the over 900 
faithful for the most part, are inclined 

or"mrn"t;r spirit of the originals. Because 
render into English, the present transla
the satiric nature and the often serious 

mind. 

personages who have for the most part been forgot
in German literature--very much like Ludwig 

in Boots [1797]); both the Xenions and Kater are 
MfJ(·f)'pi'J~n;,p and Pope's Dunciad--and satirize the period 

contrast the Carns translation with the 

AN DIE MUSE 

waere, 
es nicht; aber mit grauel, 
ohnedich 

Hundert' und Tausende sind. 

CARUS; THE POET ADDRESSES HIS MUSE 

could I live without thee, 
conceive not. But horror 0' ertakes me, 
_ those thousands and more 

who without thee can exist. 

THE POET SPEAKS TO HIS MUSE 

conceive getting on, Muse, without you, 
I'm shocked at the numberless list 
IAllle","u,,, who my art, too, 

even know you exist. 

"""'n1r,lp~ofthis treatment, which, though poetic license 
of oerhaos the two greatest writers in German 
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Warnm sagst du uns das 
Die Verse sind ",pek"e!!'" 

Spricht man in Prose 
Stopft ihr die 

MITTEL 

METHOD Horen was in prose.) 

Why have we 
We trust Impress you. 

You turned 
When 

DISTICHON 

THE DISTICH 

As from an 

or 
Which graceful and 

or 
Which glides slowly and 

Like a Ptero-dachtylic l"l£'clt!lrnpt"r 

DER WOLFlSCHER HOMER 

(Professor EA. were collections 
gathered by different poets, so the homes of the 
ent poets, claimed to Homer's hintnn,j,lCP 

Sieben Staedte zankten sich 
ihn geboren zu habcn, 

Nunja der Wolf ihn zcrriss, 
nehme siehjede ihr 

HOMRE AND THE WOLF 

Seven cities have claimed poor old Homer 
Since the Wolf padded forth from his lair 

And tore the blind Bard into pieces: 
Now everyone wants a choice share. 
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PLACE 

GESELLSCHAFf 

(DEPARTMENT, FACULTY) MEETING 

in session, 
conglomerate fool. 

FEMALE 
"",r.""...,.".. OF 

the 

the minds 

8 

er's attention to that on"r',,"<,p 

The use of history in 
a means to be didactic in 
in most cultures drew 
accomplishments for their 
as much, if not more, can 
ing its literature rather than 

This tradition 
Whitman's Civil 
Chicago, Claude 
Jarrell's visions ofWWH 
travel guide. 

The two poets I 
written famous poems 
entitled "Night Death 
infused into the South; 
used the personal 
er, more interested in one 
well-known works because 
fast food personas, as a way 

adherence" to the 

the lives of both the 
For 

a mutual understanding, 

read-

or 

Jemima of the Ocean Waves" slIlTeai nPronnif,,,o,i 

of Aunt Jemima and the Quaker Oats man allows the poets to write 
itics, in ways quite unlike Adrienne Rich or lmamu Amiri Bakara or Allen ulll~urng, 
or any of our other "political poets:' 

Although these two poets are different, and these two 
ent sources and styles for illumination, 
the two "characters" Aunt Jemima and the one cannot 
on why these advertising icons were included in the poems. 

9 



llJl'.,J.ft RELATION TO 

I,w'''~''i"" are conceptually significant in literary rep
literature. Conjure tales and anecdotes in America are 

institution of slavery which existed not long ago, 
this essay is not so much to underscore the histor

demonstrate the significance of their technique and mean-

."", ... ,u" ... u around the central trope of "transformation" and the the
tales has a conceptual affiliation with the cultural context and 

.,",_a.r~"_~' Conjure tales like many black jokes were forms of politi
a racist system. While jokes reduce context to its minimal func

contexts that are historically charged with slavery and 
trope of "transformation" however, serves a reductive function in 

the residual structures thus formed that we begin to see the rela
to black jokes. 

in detail two short conjure tales from Charles Chesnutt's work 
Woman. My analysis attempts to demonstrate not only the similarities 

tales and black jokes in terms of their thematics and structure, but also 
di fI"-n,,"">< in an effort to underscore the unique properties of folk genres. 

(f) 

SOME ASPECTS OF 
MlIAGROSDE 

SENORA 

htn'·"'"orn in the medieval Spanish 
Nueslra Senora, a collection of 25 sto-

structure follows a similar path, 
devotees whose life or soul is endan-

This paper proposes to examine the way in which the poet deals with the problem 
of those who threaten the weI! of the protagonists. In several 
cases there is little in characters in a negative light, particularly when 

are either Satan or his In others, however, this task requires a good 

10 

In establishing such rlU'hnllnn'l;" 

and thus validate for his 

LAJEUNE 

Simone de Beauvoir's 
that it is primarily due to 
sons that the adolescent girl ends 
to Beauvoir, the young 
adhere to the same traditional 
unknowingly contributing to her 

Beauvior's chapter on the "",,,v.,vu 
ninity, education, career, revolt 
that, regardless of the restriction 

own words, which are closer to 
of his 

pS)lchologlcal rea
According 

her educators to 
does this, she is 

to take full responsibility of her with Beauvoir's existentialist 
losophy which dictates that for their own fate, the young 
girl must therefore be seen own misfortune. 

L'lnvitee, published in to Le Deuxieme sexe, contains an 
extended portrait of the examining the five issues that 
appear central to the study 
in view ofXaviere, it is difficult 
Xaviere is not guilty expects from her, such as marriage 
and maternity, which is the major reason for woman's oppres-
sion. To the contrary, she strives to maintain her autonomy, 
which is at risk from the moment she becomes part of a trio with Pierre and Fram;oise. 
Xaviere is manipUlated and the adult couple, and ultimately she is mur-
dered by Franc,;oise. The adolescent is clearly portrayed as a victim. 
The idea that the adolescent girl is a victim of society is perhaps not the 
or best, way of interpreting Le Deuxieme sexe. 

11 



RAILLE 
MOLIERE 

Foley 
of Manitoba 

tuming to the stage, maintained that the purpose 
vices of mankind; and although much of his theatre 
vV'.jF,VV'~, the medical profession, the clergy, and the 
becomes apparent that Moliere doesn't wish to spare 

satire either. 

ktllguage and procedures in comic passages taken from Les 
Monsieur de Pourceaugnac and Le Malade Imaginaire reveals 

the complexities, subterfuge, corruption, delays and cost
the legal system of his time. False accusations, collusion, 

conceived laws and abuse of authority abound. Moliere 
which doesn't render justice at all. It's a system controlled and 

members of the legal profession who are simply using it for their own ends. 

Moliere presents a compelling case for legal reform. But like 
dramatist, he lets his spectators be the judge. 

(l) 

CENTURY "NATURE" OF BYRON'S 
mSTORICAL TRAGEDIES AND 

ON THE REVOLUTION IN 
FRANCE 

University 

Romanticism, Lord Byron, espe
with many aspects of Romanticism. 

reveals a sensibility that is not ea~ily clas
in recent Byron scholarship cen
a Romantic or an Augustan. My 

paper addresses this in historical Marino Faliero, 
and The Two Foscari, which written with his satir-

While I think argument for the Romantic nature of Byron's 
verse is clear, one must also be aware that was strongly influenced by 
the Augustan humanist writers of the century, and that he often showed his 
preJerem;efor them. Byron's interest in government and history is very 
much in the eighteenth-century tradition, and his poetry resembles that of the Augustans 

12 

in various ways throughout his instance, the satire of much 
and his frequent, direct consideration of contemporary government and 
more closely to Swift, Pope, than to Wordsworth, Coleridge, or 
this paper I argue that in his Byron evinces an outlook and 
er extent a rhetorical method that of quintessential Augustan 
Burke in his Reflections in France. As Burke's writings 
French Revolution made of the Tories at the end of his career, and 
Byron was well known of liberal causes, this particular comparison may 
seem strained. It many fundamental similarities between 

"",,,hl,d,,,'! by looking at The Rhetoric of Augustan 
to Burke, Paul Fussell's well-known 

Then bv comoarin2: Byron's and 

Several general For instance, both Burke and 
make moral arguments law. Both see the necessity for religion in soci-
ety to encourage seltlcss neither promulgates Protestant ortho-
doxy. Both suggest that are wrong and that in human soci-
ety a certain acceptance and tolerance is required. Furthermore, to achieve their didac
tic ends both choose the dramatic medium. While Byron does so overtly of course, 
Burke, the master rhetorici,m, uscs many theatrical techniques to make his Reflections 
very similar to a stage tragedy. Although, as Burke says, wisdom and passion are 
diametrically opposed, both writcrs clearly found it necessary to leaven their reason with 
dramatic passion because of the extreme emotionalism inherent in a revolutionary sit
uation. 

Thus, one overarching comparison goes right to the heart of why Byron and Burke, 
born two generations apart, may be called analogous and why that analogy is worth 
exploring. At bottom, both based their epistemology on the idea that a large compo
nent of wisdom is tolerance. Strict orthodoxy in any system of government or religion 
is anathema to both writers, and both save their greatest scorn for canting hypocrites 
who exploit the prejudices of others for personal gain. Both propound as superior to 
any rigid system a fluid kind of wisdom based on commonsensical natural law. 

(l) 

Is language a lens or a veil, does it separate us from the world or bring us nearer to 
it? These are the difficult questions posed by the writers of our time who are obsessed 
by their medium, by its powers and by its limitations. Philippe Jaccottet, France's best
selling but sophisticated poet, enacts the dilemmas oflanguage in every line of his poet-

13 



on the work of Cuban writer Guillermo Cabrera Infante 
1929-) has out the Biblical and medieval of some of 

of limited means. 

however, criticism has not focused on the possible par-
of St. of Hippo (354-430 A.D.) and the career 
While one obviously would not wish to overdo the 

can be drawn and that the Cuban author has 
try to present some of the evidence 

"H'U!',',U"~' ironic parodist of Augustine. 

known for either piety or seriousness, 
from his work. Often worshipped 

he is rarely understood for another 
His seminal Tres tristes tigres 

in the alienating city of La Habana 
int"mrf'ted, though not to the detriment 

on the sacred undertext of La 
to be titled Las confesiones de 

Confessions ever penned, the work ot spiritu
Cabrera work erot

certalnly fits the category of a confes-
SOit of reverse a descent 

velY 

of Cabrera and Augustine. 
both were from families 

Rather like influenced his mother. She 
of him to the movies every day. He 

the titles in silent films and often speaks of how film 
has reolaced religion for man. Augustine. in a very different age, had a more 

14 

apprenticeship 
many beliefs common 
icism of United States 

course. Cabrera 
theory. His ,·,..r!(,ll~'TK 
tencyand 
for 

center on its hypocrisy, inconsis
'u5,u."m~ criticizes Manicheist phlllm;opheirs 

Both authors criticize 
therefore once knew well. Both 

mnvinO'lvof 

perceives the same 

Ambrose. Cabrera admires men 
follow their conscience and thus with 

imprisonment or exile. In (1992), Cabrera details the lives peo-
ple, especially Arcos, who Castroist and 

Like Augustine in his Confessions. Cabrera offers in Mea Cuba a historv of his dis
illusionment with Castro, 
direct manner of Augustine. Rather, Cabrera shows 
meretricious effects of Castro's power on ordinary and extrdordinary 
Cabrera reveals his frustration and sometimes his despair at his to rescue 
people caught in the tide of Castroism, for his friend Calvert Casey, who 
committed suicide. The mock-confessional style Habana, while comic 
and often erotically loaded, details in Rabelaisian fashion the of its 
antihero and can be seen as a kind of camivalesque Confessions. The Mea Cuba, 
of course, recalls "Mea Culpa," one of the formulas used since early Catholicism for 
confession. Unlike Augustine, Cabrera Infante is an apostate, having left a religion which 
no longer serves its people; but like he has left a stimulating record of his 
journey away from a false set of standards. 

URUGUAYAN 
WRITINGS 

A return to democracy in 1985, after the eleven-year military rule, among other things 
has meant that newspapers and small presses are active again in Uruguay. But the 1986 

15 



1989) forbid investigations and prosecu
during the military years, and thus limit 

free press in Uruguay. There is lack of access 
arrests, court proceedings, treatment of prisoners, 

rights violations. Nevertheless, individual women 
n;sls!lll1cewho suffered the military's persecution have written 

Il'slimonio is the name given to such accounts; I have been seek
to translate into English, and should like to describe a few 

observations about them as writings. 

political significance as witnesses to events of the recent past, 
;m,,,,,"~ntin the process of healing from trauma, and so they figure in 

literature. They also are described by anthropoligists and literary crit
autobiographical writing dedicated to representing the experience not 
but of a group; writiers insist on their collective Discussions 

WS.lIfIJ'OflIUS typically are based on transcriptions and editions made by anthropolo
other educated intermediaries who interview and take down the accounts of 
who do not write their own stories; in some cases they are translated into 
from Native American languages. In addition, there is a resistance literature, 

prisoners who write to encourage others to hold to their convictions and 
abuse. The Uruguayan women whose works I am considering are their 

and write in Spanish. Some but not all spent time in prison, but all works 
were pUbllshed after the military dictatorship was over, more for the purpose of recov
ery than ideology; the writings look forward to what the country might, and ought to 
become. Still, like the testimonios transcribed by anthropologists, and also similar to 
works of resistance literature, the Uruguayan writers all claim a collective voice, and 
disclaim autobiographical intentions. Sometimes, from a reader's point of view, the 
works may appear so abstract as to confuse, or leave out seemingly crucial, albeit 
"personal" details. They appear static as well, with little forward-moving plot, although 
they strongly evoke daily routines, whether of prison or housekeeping at home, which 
lends a normalizing element in opposition to the planned de-stablizing effects of prison 
regimes. 

(f) 

THE IMAGE OF FRENCH CANADIANS 
POSTCOLONIAL CANADIAN LITERATURE 

Rosmarin Heidenreich 
College de Saint-Boniface 

The analysis of fictional characters belonging to a cultural minority, following 
psychological, political and social indicators, constitutes an important area of literary 
sociology. My paper attempts to trace a of French-Canadians as they appear 
in two key Canadian novels, Two Solitudes, by Hugh MacLennan (1945), and The 
Revolution Script, by Brian Moore (1971), in the context of postcolonial theory (e.g. 
Ashcroft et al., The Empire Writes Back, Homi Bhabba, National and Narration). 
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gy seeks 
al group. 

The methodological part 
the German critic J()rg-Peter 

indicators in arriving at whal 

1. -the themes dominalill" 

2. - the direction 
fictional character" 

3. - stereotypes 

4. - social class, 

S. - ideological 

With regard to Two 
English-Canadian character~ 
ous that the optimism with 
ilation: imagological 
and realizable and therefore 
dle-class Protestant 
French side (represented 
egated to a past which, in 
turesque. 

With regard to The 
which Moore's 

MacLennan's "two ~"''''''l!'' 
that remains faithful to 
moment of insight on 

to the 

h;~rqr.,l-", of French and 
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LINK-UNITY 

Dakota 

cross-cultural scholar (currently teaching a Special 
& Views), I wish to address the following ques

cultural diversity or even "multiculturalism" with
essential commonalities and unity that bind together 

man, says, "We are all relatives." And as Baha'ullah, 
declares, "We are all the fruits of one tree, and 

" Therefore, all people belong to the same human family. I 
we ooucators stress mainly cultural uniquenesses and dif

"""1\"'rtl',,,I,, reinforce separation between racial camps. Recognition 
necessary as they are to impart, may not be enough. 

tor "instilling the consciousness of the oneness of humankind" 
cUlTiculum, particularly in the multicultural courses, in order to 

The key is to develop a teaching approach, along with a rich 
'''"IIaICml resources, that will reflect the principle of "unity in diversity." 

it is appropriate to draw on time-honored symbols of unity (the 
Lite, Bridge of Many Colors) as well as to utilize the work of com

teachers and pioneers, such as Nat Rutstein, author of Healing 
Prescription For The Disease, and Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr., 

I )isunitinf! of America. 

(f) 

AND THE MENIPPEAN LIST: 
OF A GENERICALLY· 

.• n:U'.lLJLI.!CilU' SYNTAX 
Kaplan 

of North Dakota 

From thc Meni[)J)can there is no formula, artifice or theory that can 
Such mechanisms are products of folly, an 

exercise in aftectation those who impose some rigid subjective per-
ception upon the world down to this idol as the truth and to themselves 
at its discoverers. The ill satire is a generically controlled syntax that 
deflates the illusions which define and animate this perception of mechanism in nature. 

This is what Melville is The Man where, through the accu-
mulated portrayal of a variety of human encounters--a list of scenes, so to speak-he dis-
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pels the illusion that 
the process of some !l1P.,ch"'"S11n 

morphoses far more 

This critique 
Melville exposes the 
Like pagan pantheons, 
terize the people who 

In the collection of 
what we might describe 
accomplishes this 
demonologies, and even 
notion of whales. The notion 
the case of Moby Dick, x 
not be reduced, boiled down, 

Now and then these 
describe them, celebrate them 
poetic steam locomotive--like 
critical theories or trendy 
bles into a beautiful ruin, 
naut which originally 
fore, is the material which 
ric of the Menippean universe··!!!" 
verse--the one constant, true 
theoreticians, like Shelley's 
lessons in the vulgar pomp 

The Menippean list 
which apprehends a reality 
Byzantium of possibility; a 
the sentiment of an ever-unti,llli. 
thetic leap to a contravening 
sition which evokes either 
cholic humors. The effect is 
guage into the racing 
sculpture, nonsensical 
authority . 

or predictable according 
''''''''''<I,noto Melville, one meets with 

chapter of Moby Dick where 
conceit of taxonomic mechanisms. 

nature of artifacts which charac
of real nature or its processes. 

Moby Dick, Melville fractures 
perception of the world. He 
great variety of perspectives, 

ph€:liclmf~na associated with the 
an innocuous variable. In 

is--and whatever it is, it can 
of some mechanism. 

We admire them, 
the greatest my tho-

Nineveh, and the newest 
rusts, decays and crum

the fire-belching jugger
Wreck and ruin, there

and ruin is the fab
competent intellectual uni

where ideologues and 
humanity--as moral 

and a consciousness 
multi-faceted and manifold; a 

Knot pattern decorating 
a rhetorical, surreal or synes

list can create a jarring juxtapo
or a cathartic purgation of melan
the cacophony ofleaping from lan

m"mr".,h"", mediums: music, painting, 
or legalistic appeal to arbitrary 

This is the dynamic of the conclusion of Moby Dick. 
Ishmael is very much more universe than the reader is superficially 
led to believe by the distant epilogue, notwithstanding the pseu-
do-apocalyptic image of tbe around on a cannibal's coffin, surrounded 
by sharks and sea-hawks, of calling one's self "another orphan" 
to be caught up in the arms Rachel. Melville can not explore his 
epiphany in straightforward in the throbbing gong notes of a Ralph 
Waldo Emerson; but rather chooses to sketch out a few intersecting pagan-
isms--and then wink. 
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THE AMERICAN STAGE 

,",V'''''H'' King 
ojNorth Dakota 

language used to refer to childless couples 
dramas have been chosen from four decades in an effort 

attitudinal shifts in regard to the couple who is either unable 
The works examined are William Inge's Come Back, Little 

Who's Afraid o/Virginia Woolj?, Tina Howe's Birth and 
Wilson's Talley's Folley. 

associated with the childlessness of the couples in these 
characters reflect and acknowledge this throughout their dialogue. 

couples refer to themselves as "barren," "sterile" or "infertiie" will 
Other euphemisms and negative as well as positive labeling will also be 

the question of differences between the language used to refer to 
vs. women will be explored. 

Childlessness has been a negative condition for men and women throughout the ages 
continents. This paper will direct a beam of light on American attitudes as 

represlent!~d on the stage in the last forty years. It is significant to note that theatre, even 
mainstream commercial theatre has long been a venue for social experimentation and 
liberal ideas, yet analysis of these four plays will show that childlessness today is as much 
of a stie:ma as it has been throughout history. 

(f) 

COMlVIUNITY AND CONSCIENCE IN FONTANE'S 
STINE 

Moorhead 

Queens College/CUNY 

Theodor Fontane (1819-1898), the 19th century realist author of many social nov
els and novellas, is generally by his critics as a distinguished German lit
erary chronicler and astute observer of the conflicting societal structures and value 
systems of his time. He focused critical attention on the prevailing ethical substance 
of the Prussian social landscape at the end of the 19th century. Moreover, he made an 
effort both as a "poet" and as a "human " to explore the position of the individ
ual within the social whole and to test tried and true tradition against the need for 
change in a rapidly changing social and climate. A generation earlier, the 
German philosopher G.W.F. Hegel attempted to formulate one of the most ambitious 
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philosophical articulations 
society and how to 
mented. His "idealistic" 
as a foil against which the 
extent and value of Fontanc' S 

This discussion will 
as one of the major sources 
shall explore this contlict in 
more attention than it has 
seemingly banal story of a 
gentle and sickly aristocratic 
which is issued against the wishes 
to artistic achievement, this work 
and Entanglements (Irrungen. 
place both with regard to its artistic 
eta! changes taking place at the end 
has delivered to the hearts and 
literary account of the state 
Prussia's impending fall. We 
of action blend remarkably with 
line the particular merits of this work 
conflict which Fontane, in earlier 
al of controlled and conditional 

"WORD" AS A 
CHRiSTIAN 

Throughout the history of lhl' 

a means of communication 
Things familiar to people as 
itual concepts. Theologians 
truths of their faith which arc 

in a modem post-Enlightenment 
many as broken and 

in hislher community serves 
Prussian traditions, and the 

measured. 

representation of class contlict 
for the modem individual. We 

class girl who drives a 
his marriage proposal, 
families. With regard 

pendant Errors 
Stine in its due 

have been important as 
people in the congregation. 

"xnerif':nees are connected with spir
useful in representing the 

incommunicable. 

This article shows the as conceptual connectors between 
abstract religious thought and capacity of the majority of people of 
that faith. It shows that the been expanded from a general meaning 
of "spoken utterance" to a usually with three major categories: as 
a revelation of or commllnication with as a reference to the Bible, and as a title 
for Christ. The article the study of the metaphor "word" with the Greek terms 
prU.ux, transliterated as rhema, and Aoyo~, transliterated as logos, and the Hebrew 
term , transliterated as dabar. Next, it traces the diachronic change of the 
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Hellenistic and Hebraic forms and 
Christian era. The change in meaning of the 

meaning of "divine force" that orders the 
Hebrew connections with prophesy and with 

Christian connection to Jesus as the Incarnate Word 
translations of Scripture in the Reformation, Word also 

to God's message in Scripture. The paper concludes 
metaphor Word as found in hymns from a variety of 

denominations. 

leads to a discussion of the hypothesis that the 
in meaning arnong the current denominations of the Christian 

over time but also within the confines of a denominational belief 
the denominational differences in meaning that were sought as 

and songs of the different English-speaking denominations 
or at least to exist in such a small margin as to make them insignif

'.A'",U"""!', songs specific to holy days, such as Christmas and Easter hymns, which 
all denominations, and patriotic songs in hymnals, 10% to 20% of 
language hymnals are the same songs. (I used the Lutheran hymnal, 

L~"""L,r"" Book of Worship, as the basis for comparison, since that is the hymnal with 
most familiar.) Just over 1 0% of the United Church of Christ hymns are 

as those in the Lutheran hymnal; approximately 15% of the Catholic hym
the same as the Lutheran hymnal; and about 20% of the general hymnal used by 

many of the more evangelical churches, such as Baptist or Methodist, are the same as 
in the Lutheran hymnal. 

The explanation for the failure of the hypothesis to hold up may be found in lan
guage rather than religion: the presence of a common language, English, may be a more 
powerful force than the differences in religious beliefs. This could be good news for 
social and religious reformers. 

Q) 

CAN ORPHEUS BE SLAIN? 
Esther H. Leser 

University of North Dakota 

Since I am a long-time scholar of Thomas Mann, the comparative of culture 
and Geistesgeschichte motivating and enveloping his artistic has 
become a magnet for my attention, and my attempts to understand. As member of the 
RiIke society, too, my interest targets the work of my colleagues. The Rilke Symposiums 
held at the well known and loved comers of the world have been of great value to me, 
and the "BHitter der Rilke Gesellschaft" are a precious part of my library. 

When I was honored to be invited in the fall of 1993 to the Budapest Rilke 
Symposium, I was intensely grateful to Rilke for his Morphic vision and interpretation 
of Thomas Mann's Nobel prize-winning Buddenbrooks. For Rilke, this work is a 
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cycle of human work, longing from birth to death 
and on the way to new 
popularly repeated estimate 

,pfe1:ation contrasts dramatically the 
einer Familie ... " 

One of the earlier Rilke 
Nietzche, Wagner, Thomas 

Fern aus der heHen Kehle 

In this early poem RiIke expresses 
from the human 
Rilke begins his first Duino 

In the Budapest Rilke Symp'''"lIll 
confusion and fear shocked the 
West cancelled, and 
raised Polish, Czech, 
teachers and scholars also visited 
a former Convent of the Mesdames 
center and in 1993 a meeting and 
The old stone floors with their farniliar decades·okl 
iron decorated had all been l<OL'''WlL\cU 

their original character. The chapel of the 
izontally cut into two levels, with Cn(~aD·-IO()K 
windows and pillars, to save square footage 
poses. 

This short summary cannot reflect the 
day Rilke Symposium. However, the earlhbounJ 
the Eastern scholars, clashed shockingly with 
of the sensitive, imaginative, miraculously 
as a lyric poet. 

mind thoughts of Goethe, 
Rilke himself: 

Gondolier, und suchend 
trinkt den Klang voH 

.... (SW 

discussions of this three
structuralism, the logic of 

transcendental Orphism 
proved Rilke's rank 

One Western guest referred to young at the millenium festival, 
for the symbolically eternal crown which Hungary's 
first king St. Steven received from the A short comment from the 
audience was: " ... a crown after is no more head wearing it, is 
but a collection of antique jewelry " I ,ater this day the foreign guests were 
shown this holy crown in the National in When this exiled crown 
was returned by the United States to it was received with great ceremony, 
placed in a large impressively with a colorfully uniformed honors guard; 
now it rests in a glass box, on the main floor in a dark room with-
out even a window, with severe civilian security guards posted. Several Western 
scholars turned sadly away from this lamentable sight. The finite Marxist structure of 
their materialistic logic silenced further mention of this historic treasure of the 
Hungarian history and of Rilke' s comments. 

Children can be crippled for life without fairy tales, old stories, religion, and espe
cially dreams. But can Orpheus, the deity of song and poetry, be silenced forever in 
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toward the other dimension where Angels 
Sonnets to Orpheus: 

Novalis' "Lied der Toten"; Orpheus, slain, leaves the earth where 
when he sang, and he achieves the complete cycle of existence 
douds, rain, river, sea, through a never ceasing continual tran

and his message can never die away. 

(l) 

TWO WOMEN OF THE SIOUX, 
150 YEARS APART: 

ELLA DELORIA'S WATERLILY (1830) 
AND MARY CROW DOG'S LAKOTA WOMAN (1980) 

Tom Matchie 
North Dakota State University 

In 1990 two biographies of Native America women appeared on American book
shelves. Ella Deloria's Waterlily (written in the 19408) depicts the life of a Dakota 
woman on the Great Plains just prior to the white migration across the prairie. Beautiful 
in its conception and tone, this work recounts the everyday life of a woman in relation 
to her people as they struggle to survive in spite of hostile tribes, the weather, and dis
eases introduced by the white civilization moving West 

Mary Crow's A Lakota Woman, by contrast, is written in a harsh, burning lan
guage as she focuses on the modem Native American in and around the time of the sec
ond siege of Wounded Knee (1973). The wife of Leonard Crow Dog, medicine man 
and political leader, Mary is a product of a contemporary culture alienated by pover
ty, alcohol, and mismanaged Indian bureaucracies. Her story is a political one, meshed 
with the life of her husband and AIM--the organization which brings her to a new 
consciousness of modem Indians and their relationship to white society. 

Through the juxtaposition of these two biographies at two very different times in 
history, the reader is able to envision in a rather profound way the multidimensional 
life of the Sioux, and how it ha~ changed in our time. What makes the contrasting views 
doubly interesting is that they come from women, both of whom are real human beings 
seeking to define their meaning, place and future as part of their Dakota-Lakota peo
ple living, though in two radically different times and contexts, on the fringe of the white 
world on the midwestern plains. 
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The portrayal of Cassilb 
his reputation in 
plot to assassinate Caesar. 
about him, and essentially 
after all, it could be claimed, 
it should be noted that the 
Brutus' reputation as a 
process, several less "'HiII""'" 
there is contemporary LVl'UL,'H, 

image. In the case of 
tained a number of distortiolls. 
Roman history reflects a 
abuse and privilege, and a 
sophical interests as an 
derision when he fails to live 
however, there is contemporary 
Cassius was a deeply troubled 
ciple and whose motivation in 
these concerns rather than the 

with amoral bleakness 
l!1I10SClpnlCai Brutus, who 

genes. However, 
when 

A hundred years ago, at the the Turtle Mountain Chippewa 
Reservation in northcentral North community. The pre-
dominant languages in the Cree, and Michif with some 
French and some English and a of other Indian languages (Assiniboine, 
Saulteaux, and Sioux among others). At any given gathering, Ojibway, Cree, Michif 
and perhaps other Indian be spoken. When Bureau ofIndian Affairs 
agents and other Euro-American folks (traders, homesteaders, and the like) were 
attending the gathering, add English to the conversation. If the Christian contingent was 
present, French must be added to the talk. At this time, the Turtle Mountain commu
nities consisted primarily of mixed-blood people so it's feasible that of these Jan-
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would have been Michif. Today, a century 
for all practical purposes, a monolingual 

primarily over the age of 60, who speak 
speak English and no other language. What 

had such rich linguistic diversity? 

to this move from multilingual to monolingual 
government policies directed toward Indian communi-

reservation, educational establishments, and the Catholic Church. 
change in life styles, resulting in fewer and fewer envi

va"Ud't:U Michif or any other Indian language. By the 19308 many 
spoke Michif (or Ojibway) as a first language and English as 

""'t;U"'t;", most were bilingual, some multilingual. By the 1950s many pea
were monolingual with English as their only language of fluency. 

selt~determination move of the 19608, the Michif language and in some 
language have slowly become part of the course offerings in the reser

An ironic twist indeed, Michif is being taught as a second language. 
dominant Indian language of the Turtle Mountain Reservation has not completely 

from the linguistic repertoire; however, it no longer has mother tongue status. 

~ 
"LITERARY IMAGES OF AIDS AS THE 

DANCE OF DEATH" 
Michael E. Moriarty 

Valley City State University 

Popular culture produces a wide variety of gay related texts that range from man
nered satires to dense epistemology, with lightly romantic stories somewhere in 
between. The trend of the past decade has been to put the emphasis on romantic rela
tionships developed during a temporal setting that probably reflects the 1970' s in the 
United States. This artistic decision frees the authors to treat the politics of romance 
without the complications of the politics of AIDS. 

The politics of AIDS, however, has a significant role in contemporary gay litera
ture. As early as 1985, two plays appeared that set the thematic direction for AIDS in 
gay literature. One of them, "As Is" by William M. Hoffman, holds to eirenic images 
of AIDS as a personal, medical event in the history of an individual. The challenge is 
acceptance and the negotiation of the boundaries of interpersonal relationship in the face 
oflife-limiting illness. The other, "The Normal Heart" by Larry Kramer, has charac
ters who are confrontational and angry, who seek a cure in militancy. The tone is 
polemic. The characters base their relationships on the degree of political commitment 
and fire that they perceive in each other. 

Both plays can be described as Brechtian inasmuch as they employ techniques of 
"Verfremdungsefecte" ("alienation effects") and non-linear temporal sequencing. 
Additionally, both plays are issue plays in the Brechtian tradition, attempting to draw 
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attention not to themselves 
of AIDS, not only in 

munity. First, 
life goes on. 
it appears as 
looks discreetly 
cancer by the 

The prescnce 
my of the unresolvcd 
element, external 
They define and 
"the band 
of death continues 
ature. 

1~let of AIDS and the terrible 
lovers everywhere. 

a variation on the dance of death 
since 1985 by the gay com
background against which 

anger and militancy. Third, 
while the dominant culture 

women die of breast 

the central dichoto
Meanwhile, a fourth 

community. 
Shilts' phrase, 

the dance 
gay liter-

Since Louise Gluck's most recent collection Wild Iris, appeared in 
1992, reviewers have consistently alluded to could not quite 
identify. One reviewer said the work had a "powerful, (Publisher's 
Weekly 58); another said that it evoked the "ghostly that has always invest-
ed Gluck's work" (Muratori 96). More Vendler has written that Gluck 
"is a poet of strong and haunting an "entirely self-possessed 
voice," a voice not of "social prophecy" but prophecy," a tone, she says, 
"not many women [have] had the courage (35). It is also interesting to note 
that, while all of them discuss the work as of humans' relationship to 
God (a fairly conventional theme, one must admit), none mentions the radical feminism 
that is evident in this work, a quality that may itself account for its very "ghostly con
sciousness." 

As feminist critics have shown in on Gluck's previous works, however, 
this neglect is, perhaps, not surprising since Gluck does often use very standard poet
ic conventions, and she herself admits to writing within a male tradition and to the influ
ence of such male writers as Shakespeare, Blake, Keats, Yeats, Eliot, and Pound 
("Invitation" 146). In light of recent feminist linguistic theory, however, especially the 
work of Julia Kristeva, I submit that the "ghostly consciousness" in The Wild Iris is the 
very feminism that underpins it and that it is, in fact, impossible to read the work prop
erly without recognizing this feminism. In reading the work in this light, however, one 
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of mediator between the feminist and the 
between what many feminists refer to as the 
symbolic orders. 

recent debate in feminist linguistics regarding the semi
her overall structure of The Wild Iris. Though review

the conventional aspects of it, as I've noted, one can 
traditional cyclical structure of birth-death-rebirth to 

on language development, especially the tension that 
and symbolic. Kristeve herself explains this tension quite 

to an Other." She says: 

which introduces wandering or fuzziness into lan
language ... stems from the archaisms of the semi

cumbolic (language as nomination, sign, and syntax) consti
breaking with this anteriority ... Language as symbolic 

constitutes itself at the cost of repressing. 

(f) 

MICE ROADS, KIMCm GHOSTS, 
~~'WT~'~ TALES: SOME CONSIDERATIONS FOR 

TEACHING COMPOSITION TO E.S.L. STUDENTS AT 
THE UNIVERSITY 

This paper will address some of the areas which need to be considered by 
those dealing with the needs of students who use as a second language in uni
versity-level composition courses. The paper will draw on the author's own classroom 
experiences at the of North Dakota as well as research in the 
field. 

Three major areas are discussed: surface-level errors, reading comprehension 
development and contrastive rhetorical structures, the latter being the primary focus, 
as it is probably the least understood and, therefore, the most challenging, aspect of the 
development of writing skills in a second language. 

Two major conclusions stand out: 

1) ESL students do not possess native-speaker intuitions regarding the language. 
To avoid fossilization at their current level of acquisition, i.e. in their interianguage, they 
need to be provided with frequent feedback on their linguistic choices at word- and sen
tence-level, as well as at the level of rhetorical choices. 

2) A balance must be found between providing students with knowledge of appro
priate written discourse structures necessary to succeed in an English-speaking academic 
community while at the same time validating the rhetorical structures which may be 
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familiar to 
sition course 
tion of the 

That 

subject in an urban world, 
and more bound by his 
culture claims no role in 
torializing neighbors. Yet, 
and literary conventions which 
the urban Indian (like all 
between suicide victim and 
offers promising concepts for 
historically, politically and 

ONE OF 
THE DISAPPEARANCE 

FROM 

WRITING 

My Family and Other Animals is one of Durrell's most popular works. 
Set in the sun-soaked Corfu of his boyhood, autobiographical memoir details 

interesting kinfolk and friends. 
mating habits of various spi

ders, the antics of rose-beetles, and the of various members of the Durrell 
household, including Gerald's oldest brother, the novelist Lawrence Durrell. What one 
doesn't learn, however, is that Lawrence was married during the time covered in the 
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that he and his wife, Nancy, had set up sepa-

not appear in any of Gerald's autobiographical tales; 
at dinner parties, picnics, or the breakfast table. 

Gerald's other books about his adolescence on Corfu: 
and Fauna and Family (1979, published 1978 as 

late as 1991, Gerald was writing autobiographical short 
still did not mention Nancy ("Marrying Off Mother"). Was 

had Lawrence requested that she not be discussed, did Gerald 
did he simply not care enough about Nancy to include her in 

fascinating disappearance includes a brief biography of the Durrell 
discussion of My Family and Other Animals, and several possible 

omission of Gerald's sister-in-law. 

is relevant, not only to those with an interest in either Gerald or Lawrence 
anyone who fmds the problems of autobiography engaging. Gerald states 

introduction to My Family "I would like to make a point of stressing that all the 
'lnf"nl,)tf'< about the island and the islanders are true" (1J ), and yet the narrative is not 

factual, for the truth is that Nancy has been forcibly written out of Gerald's world. 

Cl) 

LOST DOGS AND THE VANISHED MAN: 
THE MYTHIC DIMENSIONS OF RICHARD ADAMS'S 

THE PLAGUE DOGS 

Edward A. Schmoll 
Concordia College 

In 1972 Richard Adams wrote his first novel Watership Down, a fantasy which fea
tured rabbits as its protagonists. Much of the enduring appeal of this story is due to the 
universality of its themes. Moreover, classical scholars of late have turned their atten
tion to WD and found it to be a sophisticated narrative which employs the motifs of clas
sical mythology both in derivative and inventive ways. 

Adams has written other novels all of which, to judge from critical appraisal and 
the buying public, are lesser beasts. One in particular seems to have suffered more from 
the barbs of reviewers than the rest and that is The Plague Dogs, frrst published in 1977. 
Adams was again using animals as his chief characters but to many the result seemed 
at best dissatisfying, at worst unpleasant. This was due in no small measure to its 
controversial them, one that has marshalled strident proponents on both sides--the use 
of animals for experimentation in the name of scientific progress. 

What most critics have failed or refused to see in this distmbing novel (and one often 
labelled a diatribe) is the breadth and depth of its mythic dimensions. It is my inten
tion to draw upon two examples of myth in PD, the first, a creation story about the Star-
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Traditionally, 
pal joumey of the self 
ventional theme is, howcver, 
otics to present a world, both 

The text presents two orders 
language. To the unamed namltor 
ways of representing reality, 
represent what is seen and what 
it is the peculiar properties of ""',t;;""l',L, 

rience of nature impossible. 
sentations, she chooses to retreat 
of the complex grammar IIn,I,-I"I\11 n 

which causes her to complain: "I 

This situation calls for an overview 

significant reference 
Adams himself. My 
charged context three 

of understandinglintel
prove that no matter the 

of human (and in this 

NOT 
IN 

mis
that 

direct expe
andrepre

bitter awareness 
and with culture 

signs, sign users and significations Atwood uses semi-
otics, the narrator's abnormal to represent the dilem-
ma of the modem self, born into a world conventions oflanguage and of 
art predate the self and yet seem to demand rather than "imitation" on the 
part of the "sign users" in the realms of both Atwood's own originality lies 
in presenting the narrator as a "semiotic sell" not only from others but from 
"significance," and moreover, reluctant to n lodem option of regarding the cos-
mos as a blank screen on which one can proiect one's own meanings. 
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HEIDEGGER, 
ODES 

Slanger 
State University 

to read two writers in the light of one another and, in the 
questluns about the general nature of poetry and philosophy. My 
these two very different writers together include, first, the fact 

the tradition of German philosophy begun in Kant, whose work 
with the Romantic movement, and second, that Heidegger did 

German Romantic poetry and made lyric poetry an important part 

COllventional relationship between poetry and philosophy has been one of 
devoted to the way things are eternally and poetry to the way they 

moment. This distinction has been developed by LA. Richards, Susanne 
and Louise Rosenblatt, among others. 

While this relationship is useful, it is complicated by the fact that there is a class of 
readers for whom some philosophy is primarily poetry--who read it more for it~ evoca
tive power than for its propositional truth. Philosophers such as Heidegger and Plato, 
who were interested in language itself and in poetry, seem particularly accessible to this 
kind of reading. This fact suggests that poetry and philosophy are related in the more 
problematic ways suggested by Heidegger and Keats, each in their own way. 

Heidegger intended, in Being and Time to rehabilitate Being, which he thought had 
been devalued be Western philosophy ever since Plato had made epistomology its 
central concern. In Richard Rorty's words, "Heidegger would like to recapture a 
sense of what time was like before it fell under the spell of eternity." Heidegger 
attempted to make contingency a path to Being rather than something to be cleared away. 
Appropriate attitudes toward contingency would produce "primordial" perception of 
the "presence to hand" of experience. This language is, I suggest, easily compatible 
with the kind of language poets use to talk about what they do. I am thinking partic-

of Hopkins' "Inscape," of Dickinson's "Circumference," or Keats's, "life of 
sensation rather than thought." 

Keats's Odes--particularly as they are explicated by Helen Vendler--attempt to 
explore this same relationship between thought and sensation, between eternity and the 
moment, between Being and Time, between Truth and Art. In "Ode to a Nightingale," 
for example, Keats creates a narrator who finds he can contemplate the Being of music 
and nature, which exists in time, only at the borders of time, that is, in the context of 
"easeful Death." 

In "Ode on a Grecian Urn" Keats explores the world of visual art in a scene set out
side of time ("thou still unravished bride") and finds in the anticipation of experience 
a reconciliation of contingency and Being which allows him to say that "Beauty is truth, 
truth beauty." 

Thus Heidegger, starting from philosophy and Keats, starting from poetry can be 
seen converging on the same insights, insights which can help us to a richer reading 
of both poetry and philosophy. 
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IN POETS 

an autonomous political it 
measure to the artists and writers 
song for Quebec they recreate 

HER REMEMBERANCE 
BIRD SYMBOLS 

I'4D£lL. AS SONG: 
PAYS" 

THE 1960'S 

Quebec writer is that 
dominated by the Other, 

of alienation and 

a 

Many have noticed the poetry ab ovo through-
out its history. Birds provide the for many famous and major 
poems. From the anonymous Middle "Somer is i-comen in" (Singe 
loude, cuckoo) to Wallace Stevens' "Thi rleen of Looking at a Blackbird," birds 
have been found center-stage as well as up-stage and, of course, in the wings. 

Watching for birds in English poetry is like the of blindly or blandly walk-
ing through a forest until suddenly you notice a flower or a wing and then more and 
more until the entire forest is perceived a~ vibrantly alive and inhabited. Just as in wood
lands or in a mountain meadow, poetic birds are to be found everywhere. Also, which 
birds poets see or do not see (as during the so-called Age of Reason) is an index to the 
state of the poetic imagination in any given period. 

Some questions about poetic bird-lore are as follows: What do birds mean in poet
ry? What is particularly significant about some of the common poetic birds (e.g., 
cuckoo, nightingale, lark and birds of prey)? What are the parellels between bird-
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lore and 

the 

culture so fascinated by birds (in 
And what is the future of birds in poetry? 

bird-lore, and an attempt to answer some of 

(f) 

PRAISE OF ITSELF 
Thorp 

IY"1J'o .. ~'n of North Dakota 

has focussed on collecting and interpreting brief passages from 
of the Indian epic Mahiibhiirata. These texts, usually termed 

later Sanskrit word which translates "hearing the fruits (accruing to the 
reciter'of this poem)," are encomia often as short as one or two stanzas. The 

standard edition of the epic have understood them to mark younger por
poem. This remains to be demonstrated systematically. I address the 

stanzas and attempt to discover whether that content establishes the 
actual audience of the ancient text. Were they princes, brahmans, or the 
discuss the archaic popularity of the Mahiibhiirata and how this is retlect

and language. 

(f) 

ASCENT IN TAMBURLAINE: 
INEVITABLE OR CALCULATED? 

Andrew Trump 
North Dakota State University 

LIII1S10P""! Marlow's Tamburlaine the Great, Part 1, is a play showing how 
declining power is supplanted by a rising and invigorated kind. Tamburlaine bests all 
enemies sent from empires and kings unable to defeat him. Some opponents are even 
talked over to his side by Tamburlaine himself. 

Tamburlaine dramatizes the dynamic of old and decaying power swamped by 
overwhelming new power that is unimpressed with tradition and ultimately hollow dis
plays of ferocity. Old power characters are initially contemptuous of Tamburlaine by 
emphasizing his low birth ("a shepherd") and his audacity in opposing them. They rely 
on past glories and reputations that do not impress Tamburlaine or give him pause. 
Tamburlaine never broadcasts ornate and fearsome-sounding threats, that mayor may 
not be backed up. He gives his enemies a choice and a consequence (always fulfilled) 
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Dans Ie Deuxieme sexe 
tion feminine en utilisant des 
ologiques et philosophiques. 
tre que les femmes existent pour les 
la societe qui decide Ie role de la 
une place et un role fixes, un r(lle 

Selon Beauvoir, Ie mariage 
Iimitent la liberte de la femme. 
I' occassion de vivre sa vie d'une 
sequences de ses actions sur sa 
dans Ie mariage car elle n' est plus 
seulement a travers son mari et 11 

Beauvoir pense que Ie mariage 
elle dit que c' est rarement Ie cas dans 
plutot comme un rapport de maltre/esclave. 
du mariage qui est defectueuse parce 
mariage ne marche pas, c'est Ia faute 
individus en question. 

while kept in 

coopts his opponents 
nccessary. One may also 

ofTamburlaine's suc
SUIllIlIlIll! up of oppo

are considered, as 

DE 

condi
soci -

etres egaux, mais 
considere Ie mariage 
que c' est !'institution 

des individus. Alors si Ie 
et non pas celie des 

La Femme Rompue (1967) comporte trois les protagonistes sontdes 
femmes qui sont en pleine crise familiale par la perte de leur mari. Ce qui 
est interessant c' est que chaque histoire montre cette 11 une etape differente: 1a pre-
miere histoire demontre Ie mariage d'un leur soixantaine, qui est mis a 
I' epreuve et presque demoli a cause d' une la deuxieme demontre un mariage 
qui est deja fini; et 1a troisieme demontre un en train de s'ecrouler etqui fini-
fa par se detruire. La chose la plus important dans les trois cas est que Ie lecteur ou 1a 
lectrice peut voir les consequences de cette perle pour la femme. 
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Simone de Beauvoir nous presente deux autres 
ct' une mere, Dominique, et de sa fille, Laurence. 

de la femme comme epouse et mere en montrant 
affectent la haute bourgeoisie, c' est a dire, Ie 

Dominique, I' amour ne compte pas; I'important est 
''''').:d'o'UII~ sociales, et une de ces obligations, c'est d'avoir un 

ct' affaires ayant reussi dans la vie, mais elle reste dependante 
honheur. 

semble aussi faible que sa mere: elle ne vit pas pour elle
Peu a peu elle se rend compte qu'i! y a une certaine arti-

relations, particulierement dans son mariage. Elle reconnait que 
convention sociale, comme presque tous les autres mariages 

la fin du roman, Laurence trouve Ie courage de s' affirmer non pas 
mais pour proteger sa fille, Catherine. Pourtant, die ne fait rien a 

propre situation. 

ne propose pas de solution aux problemes dans Ie mariage. Son idee d'une 
semble etre une bonne idee en theorie mais en realite, iI est ttes difficile de 

De cette maniere, on peut dire que chacune de ces femmes reste dans 
!'immanence. n n'y en a meme pas une qui a pu vraiment se transcender. Done, 

ce que Beauvoir essaye de nous montrer? Est-ce qu' elle veu! dire que la femme 
pent jamais se transcender? 

(}) 

TRIFLES BY SUSAN GLASPELL 
Patricia Wilber 

University of North Dakota 

Susan Glaspell, a prominent member of the original Provincetown Theater Group, 
first presented her now famous drama Trifles in 1916 to a small audience on a tiny wharf 
stage. It initially received considerable acclaim by New York theater critics and has 
become one of the most frequently anthologized one-act plays in English-speaking coun
tries as well as in Europe and Asia. Despite its popularity, criticism of the play is lim
ited and often tends to discuss the drama's male-female and moral conflicts rather 
than the play's tightly controlled dramatic structure. As critic Beverly Smith writes, 
"In focusing on the insights of Glaspell the feminist, it is too easy to overlook the 
skills of Gla~pell the playwright." 

In this brief paper I focus on Glaspell' s techniques as a master playwright. First, 
I discuss her use of simplicity and brevity in the play's dramatic forms to develop the 
murder story and to "train" the audience so they note the tiny clues that unravel the mys
tery. Glaspell minimizes each aspect of the play. Everything relies on small familiar 
things, on doing with less, on simplifying, to conform to the essence of the title word, 
"Trifles." The characterizations, the barren setting, the simple clues, the abbreviated 
dialogue and the subtle actions are meticulously crafted by Glaspell to carefully reveal 
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engaged in the moral and 
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audience's lap. In 
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dramatic forms. 
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